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1923, national schools were given a long holiday in
summer, during which time all teachers not already
qualified to teach Irish were called on to attend
training courses. The secondary schools were left
free in their curriculum ; but the necessity of putting
students through the university matriculation coerced
them. Trinity College, however, remained free of this
test. Yet Trinity College, like Oxford and Cambridge,
was financially in difficulties, which the Land Purchase
Act increased, and it became possible that Government
might demand an extended recognition of Gaelic in
its courses as the price for a subsidy.
Clearly Gaelic has been made a regular part of
Irish education, and, so far as the Catholic part of the
Irish people is concerned, with popular approval.
Pressure will be exercised to induce Protestant schools
to undertake the teaching of it: though it is quite
possible that Ireland, while it has two Universities,
may prefer to leave one free from the necessity of
qualifying in Irish for matriculation, (This rule, it
should be said, does not apply except to students of
Irish birth.)
':.,' The serious question which lies ahead is how far
the Irish Government will desire or be constrained to
go towards making knowledge of Irish an. obligatory
qualification for posts under Government, Every step
in this direction will be sharply resented by the Anglo-
Irish elements, and will be regarded as a device for
conferring preferment on Catholics. Hitherto, the
process has gone no further than making knowledge of
Irish a recommendation. But the fear is present, and
in Ulster will be used as a motive for maintaining the
present partition. That is the danger to national
fusion which arises from this movement.
Apart from this, I at least hold that the revived
study of Gaelic has been a force for good in Ireland.
No language other than English was habitually taught
in primary schools. At present, all children will have
to learn something of a second language: and those

